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Data Protection Directive 

Dear Colleagues, 

The discussion of a new European data protection law in the European Parliament is accelerating 
as well as more and more threatening our industry. Indeed our activities respectively the activities of 
our members are sustained negatively affected. 

In the meantime, we have prepared a statement of FEBIS with a cover letter. We will send this 
statement to all members of FEBIS. Everyone is called on and invited to pass this statement of 
FEBIS to appropriate personalities, especially in the political arena, and to explain the arguments. 

In Germany we started already. This is important as two leading parliamentarians of the MEPs are 
Germans. 

Please spring into action and help us preventing bigger problems for our professional existential 
future. 

Yours faithfully 
Secretariat of FEBIS 

 
Prof. Dr. Helmut Rödl 
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Federation of Business Information Services 
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Federation of Business Information Services
Föderation für Wirtschaftsinformationsdienste E.V.
Federation des Services d’Information Economique

FEBIS Statement on the Proposal  for a European General
Data Protection Regulation and the Draft Report from Philipp Albrecht

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,

FEBIS is the federation of the leading European Credit reporting agencies. Today it has developed
into a remarkable organization comprising more than 70 full members involved in providing credit
reports, Debt Collection services and Marketing Information services of national and international
importance. Supported by a combined workforce of more than 20.000 employees, FEBIS members
and associate members generate over 400 million business and consumer reports annually for
over 600.000 European organisations, providing these clients with business support. Aggregate
sales turnover of FEBIS members and its associate members is in excess of € 2,5 Billion.

The proposed Data Protection Regulation will have an impact on nearly all organisations and
businesses in Europe.

A proposal referring specifically to what is planned on the protection of individuals with regard to the
processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data. Particularly noteworthy is that
the rules for the non-public area, i.e. the credit information business, will be shaped in the form of a
regulation. This means that it is - otherwise as a directive - directly applicable in all Member States
and applicable law, which supersedes the respective national regulations.

With such strict requirements and significant fines being proposed, organisations must start now to
consider how the changes may affect their business activities. It seems that the proposed Data
Protection framework regulation is designed to the fact, that Social networks such as facebook,
Google+, Linkedin and so on require a significant amount of attention to data protection
mechanisms in order to protect privacy. To these type of data processing companies, the new
proposed regulation like for example the right to be forgotten make a sense.

However, these regulations are not suitable for the business of credit reporting agencies. The
business model of credit agencies cannot longer be sustained on the basis of the EU data privacy
basic regulation.

The proposed Data Protection Regulation overlooks totally that the work of credit reporting
agencies would become impossible and will have - in consequence a major impact on the overall
businesses in Europe. For the credit reporting industry a clarification is therefore necessarily
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required that data if dominated by the interests of third parties may legitimately be collected and
processed.

Enclosed we therefore send our statement which shows you the economic impacts if the Data
Protection Regulation would come in that way as it actually is drafted.

Given the importance of the proposed Data Protection Regulation for our business, specific
attention will be paid to the EU privacy directive in the FEBIS September Meeting.

If you need further explanations in the meantime, don’t hesitate to contact us.

Kind regards

Secretary General of FEBIS

Dr. Helmut Rödl

Enclosures



Consequences of the planned EU data
privacy basic regulation

for the work of credit agencies
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Objective

The document makes reference to the most relevant items out of the proposed EU
Personal data protection regulation: processing and free movement of data
(General Data Protection Regulation). The proposed data protection regulation can
be found under the link
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/oeil/popups/ficheprocedure.do?reference=2012/001
1(COD). Further related documents can be found under:
http://ec.europa.eu/justice/newsroom/data-protection/news/120125_en.htm

What legal framework conditions does a credit agency need?

1. An interest consideration clause under inclusion of the interests of the
information recipients

Since credit agencies work only approval-supportedly in exceptions only, the
legality of their action must result from the consideration of the interests involved.

Of course, credit agencies have no interests of their own in the processed data.
Rather, you work in the interest of third parties, i.e. in the interest of those
requiring the data for their creditworthiness inspection purposes. The applicable
law consequently reconciles the interests of the affected parties on the one hand
and the interests of the recipients of the information on the other hand. If the
reconciliation shows that the information recipient has a justified interest in
receiving certain creditworthiness information that exceed a possibly contrary
interest of the parties affected, the credit agency has the right to process the data.

The EU-data privacy basic regulation no longer intends for such
reconciliation of interests, cf. sect. 6 para. 1 lit. f). It permits data processing
only when the interests of the responsible office exceed the interests of the
party affected. This is not a sufficient legal basis for intermediary
information. (The EP-exclusions ITRE and JURI have recognised this
correctly in their respective change suggestions and have demanded a
change. This applies accordingly to the EU council.)

2. Dedication to a purpose permits submission of payment information to
credit agencies
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Credit agencies collect positive and negative payment information. They receive
them from the companies affiliated with them. Collection agencies report payment
information. Some payment information are submitted from public registers like the
debtor register and the insolvency publications. Credit agencies would not be
able to perform without this payment information. Applicable law permits
submission of such payment data to credit agencies.
Even if they were originally collected for any other purpose, the purpose dedication
de lege lata does not go so far as to forbid forwarding of the payment information
to a credit agency.

The EU-data privacy basic regulation intends for such an extremely close
purpose declaration in section 6 para. 4 that the supply of credit agencies
with payment information will not be ensured. Thus, credit agency
information on natural persons will in future be mostly worthless. (ITRE has
recognised this item accurately and has also demanded a change in this
respect.)

3. The parties affected may only demand deletion of their data in case of
inaccuracy

Obstructive deletion requests without reason are inessential according to
applicable law. If the party affected cannot explain that the data saved on him are
incorrect, the credit agency does not need to follow his deletion request.

The EU data privacy basic regulation grants the affected party far-reaching
objection rights and speaks of a "right to be forgotten" (Sect. 17 para. 1
lit. c), Sect. 19, para. 1). Whether the data saved on him are accurate or
not does not play any part de lege ferenda. Thought to the end, this means
that an insolvent entrepreneur may demand that the insolvency properties
saved about him are deleted, with the consequence that he can appear
creditworthy and that new creditors are exposed to new credit damage
without protection.

Essence:

The business model of credit agencies can no longer be sustained on the basis of
the EU data privacy basic regulation where information on natural persons (SMEs
in the legal form of the individual merchant entered in the trade register, but not
tradesmen, freelancers and consumers entered in the trade register) are concerned.
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What does this mean for the affected groups and for the economy?

1. The credit supply of SMEs and businesspeople collapses

Studies have shown that the most important creditors are not banks, but suppliers.
The volume of the supplier credits continually issued in the form of payment
objectives now is at € 365 Bn. and thus about 50 % above the volume of all short-
term bank credits1. Supplier credits require the suppliers to be able to reliably
assess their purchaser's creditworthiness. Only then are they able to waive
advance payment or step by step payment and to grant payment objectives
usually between 30 and 180 days. Only in exceptions are suppliers able to perform
this kind of creditworthiness inspection without using any credit agency data. This
is particularly the case in long-term, highly intense and reinforced supplier
relationships. Usually, however, the supplier's own experience with the purchaser
does not suffice for a valid credit decision. This particularly applies to new and
occasional customers. If the credit agencies are unable to give such purchasers
(positive) creditworthiness information, the supplier credit will not be granted. The
purchaser needs to finance the goods otherwise, which will not be possible in large
parts according to the state of things. Thus, what is generally feared will occur: a
comprehensive credit crunch that, of course, only hits small and smallest
companies because information on larger companies that are usually organised as
legal entities and therefore are not subject to data privacy law, may still be
provided so that they will still receive supplier credit. The EU-data privacy basic
regulation therefore is a potentially fatal threat to smaller middle-sized businesses.

2. Consumers can no longer purchase on account

The ground-breaking success of eCommerce is based, among others, on the
consumers not paying for their purchases at once, but purchasing on account.
Consumers prefer this payment method because they can inspect their goods in
peace and return them easily if required. Purchase on account also protects the
consumers from fraudulent providers and protects the consumers from a failure
risk.

1 Deutsche Bundesbank, monthly report 12/2011, p. 45 et seq.
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It also protects them from having to disclose their credit card data and saves them
the inconvenience that advance payments and payment by cash on delivery entail.

Like with a commercial supplier credit, purchase on account by consumers
requires the provider to be able to perform a valid creditworthiness verification. In
the B2C-business, which is characterised by a lot of customer fluctuation and
greatest anonymity, credit agency data is indispensable. If the credit agencies are
no longer able to provide quality-assurance and valid creditworthiness about
customers for legal reasons, the providers must switch to failure-proof payment
methods or risk potentially existence-threateningly high lost debt. Thus, the EU-
data privacy basic regulation means the end of purchase on account via the
Internet. This would be contrary to all consumer preferences and means a
maximum of consumer incompatibility.

3. The insolvency damage is getting out of control

Due to the heavy use of credit agency data the insolvency damage suffered by the
European economy every year remains within acceptable limits. The following
figures of the European Economy highlights the relevance of creditworthiness
information: European credit agencies issue 400 million creditworthiness reports
per year. In the year 2011, it was possible to reduce failure damage to € 75.0 Bn.
The failure damage of 2012 rose to what is expected to amount to € 130.0 Bn due
to large insolvencies. This contribution is also considered a success in the light of
180,000 company insolvencies and the fact that more than 9 % of all consumers
are overinvested. This success is essentially due to a working credit agency
system in Europe that provides resilient and reliable high-quality information.

If the EU-data privacy basic regulation no longer permits creditworthiness
information on consumers and companies not organised as legal entities to be
provided, the failure damage is expected to multiply and turn into a serious
business strain. Therefore, there will be more claim-loss-related insolvencies,
which in turn have to lead to workplace loss, tax loss and general throttling of
business activities. The alternative would be that companies threatened by
uncontrollable claim loss fully withdraw from new customer business and only
serve proven reliable present customers of best creditworthiness or fully switch to
failure-proof payment forms, which will lead to massive financing problems of the
purchasers. This alternative conduct will also reduce the BIP, increase
unemployment and lead to a lower tax income.
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Summary:

The EU-data privacy basic regulation in its current form means the end of
creditworthiness review of natural persons via credit agencies. This will lead to

 Less business for SMEs and business people as they often have financing
problems due to their low capital cover. Supplier credits and similar models help
considerably to bridge financing shortages. Up to the present day, potential
business partners can inform themselves about the financial standing of a
company in a few minutes by checking a credit report. The result of this check
often forms a transparent basis of the decision whether to take the risk of granting
any credit.

 Collapse of the supply of SMEs and businesspeople with supplier credits, which
means that the companies are threatened with an existence-threatening credit
crunch in the light of the importance of the supplier credit,

 Taking from the consumers the option to purchase on account comfortably and
without risk,

 A drastic increase of the insolvency damage or (alternatively) noticeable throttling
of the business activities because (supplier) credit risks can no longer be
controlled reliably.
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